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The Perfect Engineering Problem
By C. H. BRENNENSTUHL
Consider for a moment the "perfect
engineering problem" . There is a goal
to achieve, no foreseeable source of
funds or equipment, no salaried personnel and the time required to solve
the problem is enormous. If you have
read this far and are challenged - read
on; if not, what follows is of no interest
to you. You see, the reward to be gained
from the perfect engineering problem
is pride in yourself; an.d pride born
from challenge is empty and false.
We are all familiar with the problems
involved in the recycling of the wastes
that result from the "throwaway"
society. Ecology-minded people all
over the country tried solving the
economic and engineering aspects of
recycling. They have achieved varying
results, but , unfortunately, have
eneded in utter failure. Why?
The primary problem faced by environmentalists is that recycling must
be done on a large scale in order to
attract an industrial market for the
material.
This requires:
a) A building to house equipment and
material;
b) Devices for processing the
material into an industrially-usable
form;
c) Methods of material tran-
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sportation to, within, and from the
Center, and
d) personnel.
On January 29th, 1972, the Citizens
United to Restore the Environment
(CURE) decided that they were willing
to tackle the challenge. Thus was
formed the Rolla Recycling Center; net
assets of the Center ... nothing.
The first problem faced by CURE,
that of housing, was to be solved by the
Kroger Company through the rent-free
use of their empty $19,000 per year
building. Soon afterwards the City of
Rolla provided two trash dumpsters.
The first piece of processing equipment was a can smasher built by CURE
members. The major part of the
smasher was a car tire. Learning by
experience that re-capped tires would
not last, CURE sent letters to seven
major tire companies. This resulted in
five new snow tires. Cost of the smasher
was $7.50.
Next was obtained a junked cardboard and paper baler which was
transported free of charge by the Bow
Wow Dog Food Company. The baler, a
gear-driven headache, was converted
to a hydraulic system by UMR
students. Also about the same time, an
old corn elevator was found and soon
became the CURE conveyor.

With the conveyor it was possible to
develop the mechanism needed for
smashing glass bottles into the gravel
necessary for re-processing. The device
was a wooden shaft about ten feet high
with parallel steel liars across the
bottom . Three shafts were built so the
glass could be separated by color as is
necessary for re-processing. These
were then mounted on a wooden platform where the can smasher was
also housed. Glass and cans were
brought to the platform by loading
them into cardboard boxes which were
then put on the conveyor and run up to
the platform where a volunteer was
waiting to smash the load to bits.
At this point the CURE Center was
capa ble of processing newspaper,
baling cardboard, and smashing glass
and metal cans. The material was, and
is, brought to the Center by the people
of Rolla . The material was, and is,
removed from the Center by the industrial purchasers of the material.
But what of moving the material
insirle the Center. The conveyor was
constantly in use moving cans and
bottles to the top of the platform. The
1500 pound boxes of broken glass, the
400 pound bales of cardboard, and the
pallets of paper must be moved to
storage areas and later to the company
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trucks. Well for a long time CURE
borrowed a pallet jack from Kroger to
move these items. Then, with the
profits of their trade, they bought a
forklift for $400.
The last major purchase the Center
made required that, for the first time,
they borrow money. Making a loan in
CURE's name for $3,500 with co-signers
from the town, they made the "move of
success" for the organization. They
bought a new baler of ·greater capacity
and with a faster turn-{)ver time than
the old model. Why is this a success?
The answer is twofold. First the
Center is promising enough to support a
loan. And secondly, the new baler was
bought because they needed more
capacity; they had reached the first
measure of a working project - expansion.
The Center is still there and working.
The problems are still coming fast and
it's a long time 'til the day that the
Center will be self sufficient, with paid
employees and profit margins. If a
project like the CURE Recycling
Center is going to make it all the way it
needs people with muscle, brains, and
skill. And while CURE has such people
now , they need more to continue. They
do not plan to fail now; they have come
too far! They plan to solve the perfect
engineering problem.

ROLLA, MISSOURI
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All-School Party Weekend-Something For Everyone
This past weekend marked the
coming of the second annual All School
Party Weekend. Besides the usual
parties and teas sponsored by fraternities and other campus organizations,
there
was
an
unprecedented
cooperation of fifteen fraternities and
sororities in the production of a street
dance Friday night for the benefit of
over six hundred members plus
guests from across campus. Saturday
night G.D.I. sponsored a similar event

at Echo Valley; both of these dances
served everyone on campus and were
free to all.
Friday afternoon at 2:00 p.m. the
Miners welcomed Dick and Anne Albin
once again to the UMR campus. The
A1bins along with Almeda Riddle and
Annadeene Fraley conducted a
workshop in folk instrument construction and a history of ballads and
folk songs. Dick and Anne later ap-

Dick and Anne Albin on a return trip to Rolla, along with other folk
artists, entertained the Miners in a workshop and in concert Friday
afternoon and evening. Photo by Blanc.
pea'red in concert to the delight of those
in attendance at Centannial Hall .
Saturday afternoon th e football
Miners hosted a heavily favored (34-0)
Henderson State team. The underdogs,
however , played strong football all
afternoon and held the boys from
Arkansas to only fourteen points.
A large Miner crowd enjoyed an excellent perfor .. .ance by R. E. O.
Speedwagon Saturday evening _ Photo by Blanc

With music being the core of the
major portion of a party weekend,
R.E.O. Speedwagon was indeed a fit-

ling way to top off a great weekend.
Saturday evening R.E.O. pleased a
standing, stomping, clapping throng of
Miners with favorites like Little
Queenie, Golden Country and Like You
Do , pi us three cuts from their new
album .
So ends a great party weekend. Now ,
with all this fun in the past and a return
to the drudgery of school , everyone is
talking of the good times to come Homecoming.
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JOB

REFERRALS
Students and Wives
Contact

STUDENT

FINANCIAL AID
for details

341·4283

106 Parker Hall
Movie Sept. 20, "The Fools"
Cent. Hall

4:00 & 6:30
4:00 to 6:30

SU B Meeting Oct. 4
Cent. Hall

Student Council
APPROPRIATIONS

JOB INTEHVIEWS

The Appropriations Committee of the UMR Student
, Council is now accepting
petitions for appropriations
from campus organizations.
Deadline for applications is
Friday, October 5 at 4:30 in the
Student Council office.
Organizations may pick up
request forms in the Council
office, 201 Old Student Union.
Along with this form each

The sign -ups for job interviews is now on the second
floor of the Rolla Building. This
building is the red brick
structure on the west side of the
Old Student Union .

8-5 weekdays

Safe Flying
At Reasonable Rates
Join
ROLLA FLYING CLUB
Phone
Kock
364-4289
Maxwell
364-7665
St , Pat's Sweatshirt
Design Contest
1st
Prize - $25, 2nd Prize $10. The deadline is
Sept. 28, 1973. Submit all
entries to your St. Pat ' s
Board Rep.

FHEE UNIVEHSITY

Starting next semester the
Student Council will sponsor a
" free university ." This will
consist of evening lectures on a
wide variety of topics such as
winema king and astrology.
organization requesting funds
must submit the following in- Anyone who has an interesting Attention sophomores!
formation: all sources of in- topic they think could be useful
Theta Tau is again sponsoring
to the " university" is welcome the Freshman of the year
come,
expenditures, to subm 'lt I·t . 1'hey should con t es t t 0 recognIze
.
· 't' expected
f th
an outac t IVI les 0 f eIorganization,
a Ilope fuII y be qUI't e feasl'bl e WI·th sta nding freshman of the 1972-73
summa
t
'
ry o. as year s ex- some suggestions on who the school year. Pick up an appenses a.nd Income and other . speakers might be. Turn your plication at the Student Union
informatIOn outlined on the suggestion in to the Student candy counter and return it to
request form . . Allotments. to mailbox in the Old Stude tl the Theta Tau mailbox in the
n
organIzatIOns WIll be made In a U 'on
general meeting of the Council ,n.I_._ _ _ _ _'-!~!'I'II......U'!!n"iv!"'e"l!r"'sip;tyil_C.e.n.te.r-by-O.C.t..1. .
in mid-October. Once again the
:SAVE U~ TO 50%deadline for applications is
Better than SAE discount
Friday, October 5.
Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip.

MINERS
ARE WELCOME
AT

63 MOTEL

Outstanding
Freshmen

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Rolla Mo.

513 Hiway 63S

~Jta
I

eeali- ~(J4I'I

CRAFTS-HOBBlES-ARTISTS'
SUPPLIES
.
605 PINE STREET
PHONE 364-5581
ROLLA,MISSOURI 65401

HWY. 63 AT NORTHWYE
ROLLA

STEREO'S

MOST MAJOR BRANDS
Pioneer
CALL IRVIN
Sansui
CAMPUS
AT
REPRESENT ATIVE
341-4977
Sony
HOMESTATE
OR
ELECTRONICS
364-9925
and Others

PIZZA
ALEX

PIZZA
PALACE

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
DIAL 364-2669
4p.m. to 20.m. FOR TAKEOUTS &
7 Days a Week DELIVERY SERVICE
Open Daily

364-5252
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In The Movies
UVE AND LET DIE
James Bond is back with Roger Moore asswning the guise of
the indestructible British Agent 007 for the first time in "Live and
Let Die ." He has been issued his Walther PPK 38 and a wardrobe
of sartorial excellence. He also was given a collection of voluptuous new girls to dally with during his off-duty hours while
smashing an international drug ring based in the Caribbean.
The action is the usual fast tempoed "Bond Mania" from his
bedroom to a speedboat chase scene that culminates in three
wrecked police cars, a smashed wedding cake, and a violent boat
explosion. It 's quite obvious that Bond has not been letting down
since his days with Auric Goldfiner and can be witnessed at the
Uptown starting Wednesday.
ENTER THE DRAGON
China's most popular action star, Bruce Lee, featured in the
first American movie of the "martial arts." The martial arts of
Asia are man-to-man styles of fighting which run the gamut from
very rugged sport to deadly combat. They include karate ,
hapkido, kung fu, and judo which is appearing this week at the
Ritz.

,.. The Missouri Miner
T h e MISSOURI MINER is the official publication of the students of
the University of Rolla . It is published at Rolla, Missouri , every
wPoek during the sc hool year. Entered as second class matter

February 8, 1945, at the Post Office at Rolla , Mo., under the Act of
March 3, 1879. The s ubscriptions are $1.50 per semester. This
MISSOUR I MI N ER features activities olthe students and faculty of
UMR .
-Editor
Jerry Davis (341 ·4235)
-Business Manager
Buddy Bruns (364·9885)
.Advertising
Director
Marvin Borgmeyer (364·9980)
-Graphics Editor
Dan Osbourne (364·9885)
-News Editor
Mike Barbaglia(364.2314)
-Features Editor
Bill Behrens (364·9885)
-Sports Editor
Bill Horsford(364-9783)
-Photo Editor
Dave Hardin (364·88071
-Editor Asst .
Pat Lyons(364·3742)
-Advertising
Sales
Gerry Schmitz (364·2626)
-Advertising Sales
Rich Donnely (364·2626)
-A
sst.
News
Editor
Tom Roth (364·6883)
·Asst. Sports Ed.
Mick Gilliam (364·9 783 )
-Asst. Graphics Ed .
Oennis Rackers ( 364 -9792)
·Asst. Photography Ed .
Ray Blanc (364·88071
-Asst. Features Ed ......
IIo...Dan Shelledy (3 64-9792)

CANOE FLOATS
ENJOY the thrill of WHITE WATER CANOEING on
the beautiful NORTH FORK RIVER. Canoe rental,
put in service & camping.
TWIN BRIDGES STORE AND CANOE RENTAL
Hwy . 14 & 181 West Plains, Mo. 65775
417-256-7507
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Supplement to MISSOURI MINER and ROLLA DAILY NEWS

ARE
BACK
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Joe Miner

A MAJOR

MINER
SPECIAL

,shops Rolla

-

Royal Portable Electric Typerwriters

for all

Reg.

$199 95

the

Now

.

best
•
prIces.

Complete Joe Miner Office
Equipment and Supply Service
.

ABC
705 Rolla Street

STEEL
RADIALS

-

\

Office Equipment
Office Supplies

.

- 364-1334

MINER MUSIC

Lifesaver Steel Radials

~
• With STEEL fo r strength
• Wi th exclusive CUSHIONED
STEEL ' CONSTRUCTION lor
com fort
• With RADIAL PLIES lor long
mileage and handling

Prices Start
As Low As

$45

.FM/AM
.Stereo Radio
.8 Track Tape Player
.BSR Stereo Phono
.4 Speaker Audio System

Priced From

To $299.00

Visit Our New
Entertainment
Center Soon!

ROLLA TI

Also custom tailored
receiver speakers and
quad systems by
Sylvania.

CENTER,

rD ~FURNITURE

Clu

61HINl

7_,

~'"'COI2"al<f~~(~~6~~1 ES
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Joe Miner
invites you to visit
WILLIAMS
Shoe Store
for all your shoe
needs.

We need good
used homes!!!
For

an

honest trade-in

value for your present
home talk to the traCAPRICORN

ders at:

~i~
A

Crinkle patent.
Multi-colored patent leather trim.
One-piece, hand antiqued Triton outsole.
17/8 heel . 38 sizes.

U.S.INDUSTRiES COMPANY.

Rolla Call 341·3880

Hwy. 63 South

Rolla, Missouri

CARNEY
Two-toned, richly antiqued upper.
One-piece, hand antiqued PVC outsole.
18 sizes.

The Craig 4501 Calculator performs, addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division functions including chain or mixed multiplication
and divisions, and utilizes a stored constant.
The 4501 has eight digit entry and read out.
It has rechargeable NiCad batteries. The Craig
4501 comes complete with AC cord and carrying case.

GALIANO
Two-tone patent leather,
patent leather and smooth combinations.
One-piece, hand antiqued Triton outsole.
17/8 heel. 51 sizes.

9900

Reg. $149.95

~IG"

The Sound Center
1107 Pine Street
Rolla, Missouri

Phone 364·7715

We Give Eagle Stamps

:i~~WILLIAMS
Rolla's Leading Family Shoe Store
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MINER
SPECIALS
RED HEART
"Wintuk" Hand Knitting Yarn
4 OJ:. skein-4 ply
or
Knittirg Worsted
3 1/2 oJ:. skein-4 ply

WELCOME MINERS!
Missouri
Ozark Upholstery

. 97~

LET us DO YOUR DIRTY WORK!

We now have the facilities
to strip & refinish your
furniture with our new

Long Sleeve

Men's

SWEATSHIRTS

STRETCH SOCKS

47~

STRIP-a-LATOR

See It All At

Many Colors

Missouri
Ozark Upholstery
FREE ESTIMATES
FINANCING·MATERIAL
OPEN 7:30-5:30
364.2465
Sat. 7 :30-noon
E. 10th Rolla, Mo.

Assorted Colors

Paul Smith
Owner

.Irregulars

Irregulars

S-M-L-XL

CARR'S HILLCREST
VARIETY
STORE
(Formerly Simpson's Variety Store)
Hillcrest Shopping Center

364-1782

THESE ROLLA BARBERS PERFORM
~--- --- ~

.. MINER MAGIC ON YOUR HAIR
~-

, ~~~~~,~~~

DAVES BARBER SHOP

Lloyd Buckner & Dave Simily
705 Pine
.
364-5639

GEORGES BARBER SHOP
George Smith

364-7270

207 W. 12th

Larry Davis
.'

364-1058

Thursday . Septem ber 27. 1973
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Goi ng Prospecting?
ob.

~o

(\~

o~e

o,~

~~

~,,,.

Q(""~ ~

8.
~9
fll)d~'Ies
·

...\.e~
~

+e~

~\ls\G

c~
Auto .,.
Nee ds

81)

oes

Wh ate ver you r
nee ds, the frie ndl y
. Rolla Are a
Mer cha nts will be
hap py to ser ve you .

IQU OR CENTER
CANADIAN MASTERPIECE

OLD MILWAUKEE

WHISKEY

$ 647BO PROOF

FUll FIFTH I
BYLORD CALVERT

CANADIAN BLENDED WHISK EY

BWIENFERM

w an t your
can
for recycling.

S ti l g 111.'l'l
fl.)l

\\lil

P'"

L'\I..'I"\

IOc

.1 p~")lInd «lhi.1UI

~l llllllll)u1ll

can

\l'U

! / ::!c ~l

hlll1~

Stag Warehouse
Cuba, Mo.
Hwy P & 19
4 to 5:30 .m. Dai

11.)

I.."an)

BRANDY

BEER
"

7 8 <t BHOURBON

APPLE.

\('lItO MOUNTAIN , STRAWBERRY Hill

¢

6· 12 OZ .
NON ·RETURNA

$

86 PROOF

3 70
FULL

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

FIFTH

70

3

PRO!
~L?FlFTH
BLACKBERRY. PEACH.
APRICOT. CHERRY

GiN
80 PROOF

K=
I ======:::::
6 FULL18 ~TV==ARS=C
Y,~RA~t} $ 3 L~
$3 2L? ~o~~~BON $ 2 ~~~ C~U~K $ 1~~!

ANWINEE SPRINGS7 8 <t scoLfcEti
PEACH CREEK
PROOF
BERRY FROST C'OUNTR Y CHERR Y

$

B6

LANCERS VtN ROSE

~~~E~

FROM PORTUGAL

CARPS

FIFTH

""

"We

DEKUYPER

the best ti me of
the whole year to
tote home Stag Beer.
Check the Stag display
in your store , or tave rn .
Get totin' ...
and let Stag
show you something
great about beer.

Stag
B E E R

FIFTH

LEMON , CHERR Y

IT A ll AN SW ISS COLON Y

FIFTH
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WELCOME

A Company
Is Known By The
Company 'It Keeps·····

MINERS
Serving the

As You've Seen Them In
.GLAMOUR .MADEMOISElLE .Hl7"

finest steaks,
seafood,
Bar~B-Q

u,{_Co-: y~

EL

CHAR
EVE

T_hursday, September 27, 1973

QorIOf)d
r.

"""""..-.....

~

151ld4

The

FASHION SHOP
611- Pine

•

Hwy. 63 South
364-8720

WHY IS A MUSTANG (
LIKE YOUR OLD
CATCHERS
MITT?

Judge
Bridgestone
By It's
Performance
BRI
E
STONE
lJO[R1~~

T h e time-hono red qua li ty tire.

Now Available
At Introductory
Prices

Hauck

Oil Co.
508 E. 18th
. .......... .

"':'.:': :-:«.:.:.:-:< . ' ............ -..... ................... ..................... ', .

Who doesn't
remember spending
hours and hours rubbing
neatsfoot oil into their
first baseball glove . The more
you rubbed , the softer and silkier the
leather became ; and remember how the
color changed to a deep, rich natural brown .
Well now you can get that same silky smoothness and rugged color
in a pair of shoes .. _ Thom McAn MUSTANGS. From the harness
look leather uppers to the masculine notched welting and to the
thick plantation crepe sole, the MUSTANG is a natural addition to
any man' s wardrobe . Also ava·i lable with rugged suede and leather
upper c ombination . Just $19.99

Other Styles Starting At $14.99

E

falnily shoes.

701 PINE

364-2050

ROLLA, MO .

Thursday. Septem ber 27. 1973

CAL'S

DRIVE
-IN
364-5448
63 Hwy 66 West
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IF
YOU'RE

PLASTER CRAFTS
PLAQUES
STATUES
PEDESTALS

LOOKING

COMPLETE
ACCESSORIES

FORA

Rolla, Mo.

A.C's SHIRTS

IIGold Mine"
V-K
CHEVROLET,
INC.
265-3632
100 Meramec

JERSEYS-T·SHIRTS

SHOP

SWEATSHIRTS
WINDBREAKERS

Downtown

WE PRINT IN 60 SECONDS

. Rolla

-

GROUP ORDERS ARE
OUR SPECIALITY

St. James, Mo.

THE

ROB'S
SINCLAIR
SERVICE

PLASTER KEY
703 Pine

364-5495

364-5169

Together Natura""

Jct. Hwy 63 N.
& 1-44

Career Club's "Bombardier Shirt" is
the perfect compliment for today's
high waisted, pleated look in slacks.
The shirt features traditional
plaid patterns, short waisted
"blousy" look and two pockets.
Tailored of 100% cottonpermanent press. For the
wanted look of yesterday
today, tum to Career Club.

Rolla, Mo.

.,DOWN
TOWN
SHELL
SE~VICE
364-5190
902 N. Rolla St.
Rolla, Mo.

DIAMOND

TEXACO
364-7062
1-44 &
Hwy 63 North
Rolla, Mo.

Queer
For Men

364-1453

CluD

ROLLA DAILY NEWS
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School's In Session And
Autumn's Almost Here

••
••
•
•
•
•
•

•

Summer slump? It1s time
to clim b out We have the
boosters. Shape-up specials.
Conditioner, Color. Cut

Look cool as a brisk Fall
breeze.
Put your head together
for Fall

DOITY'S BEAUTY SALO
1005 Rolla

For Gifts
of Distinction

1000 PINE
364-3132
8:00 til 5:30

FM-AM DIGITAL
LOCK RADIO

MUSIC BOXES
METAL SCULPTURES
SHELTON WARE
LLANDRO' FIGURINES
UNUSUAL FLORAL
ARRANGEMENTS
VERA'S KITCHEN
COLLECTION
CHILDRENS CORNER
Free Gift Wrapping

• One hour sleep switch 0 to
60 minutes
• Lighted digits for easy
reading
• Automatic wake-up to news
or music

We Are Close To You. · ·
Just a few blocks, that is, for all your
automotive needs. Tires, batteries, and
accessories and any service you may
require.

COME IN SOON!

Page 9
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SHOP
For The
Best In

Miner
Bargains

DUAL 1214 CHANGER WITH
BASE AND DUST COVER .•...................... 145.00
PICKERING XV15-100 CARTRIDGE. .............. 29.95
KENWOOD RECEIVER MODEL 4200 ............ 289.95
Regu lar Retai 1••••••••••••• 594.90
SAVE ........... $150.00

SCOTTS PRICE $

444 00

PANASONIC

Take-n-Tape
Cassette
Recorder

HAS A TIRE FOR

EVERYBODY
AND PERSON ELL WITH
OVER 150 YEARS EXPERIEN

TO BACK THEM UP.

AC or Batteries
Easy to Use

We're the real proof
that Uniroyal Steel Radials
can take it...

UNIROYAL

STEEL BELTED RADIAL PLY
ZETA GUARANTEED

40~

~mm~

WHITEWALL
"

'~c-~

iPN(~DYAL
SAM'S
TIRE SERVICE

~""'

S:Uutd.H _

Monday·Friday 8 a.m . to 5 p . m .
703-709 Ro lla St,
364-3137 or 364-2248;;~1

u .n.IOI ;;i.'p.m.

first Introduced

--

The rain tire

--

&

TIGER ~

SCOTTS
Books & Music
717 Pine Street

364-1616

Page 10
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IfJ Welcome....

SADDLES

Miners, ~aculty
- ,V:'; " And W,ves

low!

hf ~HOP~ODRESS

Brown
2800

h4nd GIFT SHOP
. ~; with the latest .
\ fashions from many
\ Nationally Advertised
Brands
809 Pine

J%~t

and

LORRAINE .
CHILDREN'S
SHOP
A World of Fashions
for Boys & Girls
from Infant Sizes
to Sizes 14

811 Pine

Blue & Brown

Rolla, Mo.

Rolla, Mo.

25 00

Go-anyw here shoes for to day 's easy
living. Bass-made for go od looks,
good wear, good walking.

TWEEDIE'S
....__
"".

907 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

341-3333

\.

THE MINERS
ARE HERE!
Yes, You Miners Are Here ••• In Rolla!
And We're Glad!
The Rolla Daily News and these fine local
merchants take this opportunity to show
the students, faculty , and employees of
U M R t hat they appreciate them being in
Rolla and in v ite their patronage.

'

1--.1
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Get
Miner

USE THIS

~ir~~~~00UPON

-~

-II ·

I' ",!!~E~O~!s~~!~L
I 30

Values

¢.

I

II
~

In

I~

ON A JUMBO DINNER

Downtown

If

Rolla

II

II

....----.-... II

5 Pieces of Chicken
Mashed Potatoes-Gravy
Cole Slaw
. 2 Rolls

~~~~

For

$

I;II

I
gl
~

~
;1

2 15

. Ktlltuek.,

\1
II

fried CkiektK®

II Home---~hone
IIII
---- -- -Take

II

364-6307

603 Hwy. 72 West (at Junction Hwy. 63)

Limit 2 dinners per coupon.

Rolla, Mo.
_COUPON--":ood Thru September

:!:_!!!},

IS GLAD YOU'RE BACK!
Remember, for group meetings, the only way to go
is with a half-barrel of the King of Beers.. . . .
Available at Any Friendly
Rolla Liquor Store or Tavern

BUD IS THE KING OF BEERS
But You Know That

Budweiser

Michelob

Busch Bavarian

Trainer Distributing Co.
Cuba, Mo.
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~ELANESE' ~RTREL
The ~Ied nome n ,bers

" We appreci ate your bus i ness and i nvite you to stop by our store. We
:~~~~:~ ~ to outfit a ll Min ers an d t hei r ladi es i n t he latest i n we ari ng

what you want is what we got

PICO SOLIDA
SPORT COAT & SUIT
Deep solid colors are
key to class look, and
McGregor's Pico Solida
sport coat of 100%
Fortrel® polyester com
in deep herring bon
solids. A two button
model with wide lapels
and deep center vent.
First class.

$80.00

Celanese'

what you want is what we got.

Lunar Orbit
Available on Earth.
The first stage, the hood,
off leaving you with
an all nylon jacket, lunar
lined for warmth, and
equipped with roomy
patch pockets.
Fortrel'" is a trademark of Fiber Industries, Inc.

8th & Pine

Cela nese '
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When You're Busted for Drugs in Phelps County
You're in for the Hassle of Your Life!
News Staff Story
When you're busted for drugs
in Phelps County, you're in for
the hassle of your life.
Within the last few weeks or
more appropriately since the
start of the semester, there
have been seven UMR student
busted for drugs , sales or
paraphernalia. That's a fact. So
if you have any ideas about
being out of the reach of the
strong arm of the Law you had
better think again. And if you
think that going to college
exem pts your jurisdiction of the
law around here remember the
State had a Police force too. So
either way if your suspect as
apparently seven UMR students
are, you had better be prepared

for the worst. Even if you aren't
suspect it's good for your mind
just to know the law and be
prepared to use it to save
yo urself in other situations
which may arise.
This is a two part story. The
first part deals with what to do
in case the police by some quirk
of fat pay you a visit this year. A
more common title would be:
What to do when you're
BUSTED. The second part of
this story will be in next week's
paper and will deal with what to
do when you're arrested, your
rights and other goodies. Most
of this story is being taken from
an old issue of the Good Seed, an
underground newspaper that
was distributed here on campus

Camp Discusses
UMR Inmate Program
Last Monday afternoon , Sept.
17 a press conference was held

in Parker Hall with George M.
Camp, Director of the Missouri
Department of Corrections,
concerning the progress of the
program with ' the inmates that
are attending UMR.
Mr . Camp's general impressions of the program are
very favorable and he feels that
the men have responded very
well. He also stated that this
proves conclusively in his mind
that the inmates can work in the
program.
Mr. Camp believes that this
program is cheaper to the state
in the long run because a person
will get out .on his own and
hopefully become a successful
and
productive
citizen.
Programs like this on other
campuses, he believes, would
also be as productive as this one
at UMR.
The question came up of
whether law officials in the area
ha ve been harassing the
program students to which Mr.
Camp replied that he did not
have any knowledge of these
actions and he thinks their
attitudes have been acceptable.
Mr. Camp is very optimistic
for continuation and development of this type of program

and he hopes that his department can justify their budget so
that Governor Bond will accept
it and put it into the working
process of the state.
Asked of the major problems
the inmates may face on the
program , Mr. Camp replied
that there is greater pressure on
them than on the average
student because he has to
achieve the support of the
faculty, the University, and his
fellow students and this will
make him a successful person.
Mr. Camp concluded by
giving his ideas of the goals and
purpose of the Corrections
Department and then of his
plans for the future. He feels the
essence of Corrections is people
coming back into the community, rebuilding their way
back into society. He thinks the
people of the state would rather
invest their money now to get
these people back into society
than keep them around for
extended periods of time.
Finally he hopes to hire top
notch personnel and cut down
on the turnover of his staff and
corrections officers. He then
hopes to get the Corrections
department on a
very
systematic basis and work on
improvements in the future.

a few years aback. The rest
concerns the new law since that
paper was published.
Just what is the law concerning marijuana in Missouri ?
The law reads that if an ounce
or less is found in your
possession, you have committed
a misdemeaner and are subject
to a fine of up to $500 and or
imprisonment of up to 1 year. A
second offense is a felony and
they can give you the works for
that. Anything over an ounce
will get you a felony also. So
don 't let anybody hand you
some crap about
easy
marijuana laws because in
Missouri they just don 't exist.
So now that you know what
you're up against perhaps you'd

r

like to know just what you can
do in case you're busted.
What can you do if you're
busted? Well several people
panic and that's just about the
worst thing you can do. You
have got to keep your head
together after all you may not
even have anything, but once
they are inside your house you
may find yourself getting
busted for just about anything
imaginable. Some people try
splitting out the backdoor, boy
is that a stupid thing to do
because they will generally
have the place surrounded.

Look you guys, it's time we all
. got smart. Play it cool and
follow the advice in the reprint
from NEW MORNING. CLEAN
up you place - Don't every
carry more than you can eat!
Don 't do anything stupid like
paying a visit to your stash or
you're likely to be paying a visit
to the Rolla City Jail for a good
long time. Making any moves
right now is just plain stupid Besides, it is virtually impossible to raise enough bread
to bail out 10 or 20 people as long
as the bonds are so incredibly
high.

What does all this shit mean ?

With all this bust shit being

It means THE MAN IS OUT TO flung around here in Rolla, it

GET YOU!

would be a good idea to post this
Continued on Page 4
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University of Missouri· Rolla

The Student Union Board was among many of the organizations that had displays at the
Campus Round-up held last Tuesday at Centennial Hall in the New University Center.

Photo by Blanc

Short Course

Sta rts Oct. 1

The famed Goodyear Blimp was spotted by many Miners last Wednesday night as
it passed over Rolla at an extremely Iowa Ititude. Rumor had it, that it would stay
around till Saturday to cover UMR's first football game at home but this was not
the case.

Photo by Zimbelmann

An Investments and Financial Services short course will
be offered by the University of
Missouri-Rolla beginning Oct. l.
This short course is designed
to make participants aware of
all the financial considerations
and services that are available
today. It is based on the premise
that planning an individual's
financial future should be
predicated on facts and not on
emotions
or
outmoded
procedures. Information will be
offered that will be of assistance
to small, average and large
investors.
Divided into 10 two-hour
sessions, the course will feature
lectures by experts in the
various fields involved. Each
session will be held on Monday ,
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Howard
Johnson Motel, Rolla, from Oct.
1 through Dec. 10.
The course is an extension

activity of UMR's social
sciences department. The fee is
$30 per person . Course director
is Dr. Curtis Adams, assistant
professor of economics at UMR.
For further information or to
enroll, write or call: Norma
Fleming, Extension Division,
University of Missouri-Rolla,
Rolla, Mo., 65401 (314-341-4201).

SUB Notice
The Student Union Board is
sponsoring fold dancing lessons
throughout the semester. Mrs.
Judy Stein is the instructor.
The lessons will be held once a
week almost every week in the
St. Pat's Ballroom on either
Wednesday or Thursday at 7:30
p.m.
Specific dates are posted in
the University Center each
week that the dancing lessons
are held.
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Continued from Page 3

page on the back of your pad 's
front door .
Here we go again with some
things you should know about
what's coming down on you . It 's
some of the things you should do
a bout your house - just in case
something happens . These are
all really general - a lawyer
could probably rap for days on
this topic alone , so if you 've got
specific problems , go see a
lawyer. These are just good
precautions to take , so
memorize the points and pass
them along to your brothers and
sisters:
PAY ATTENTION!
1. Always keep your door
locked.
2. When someone knocks on
the door , ask who it is with the
door shut.
3. If it's the police, ask if they
have a warrant.
4. If they say, " yes, " ask
them what for. Tell them to
shove it under the door.
5. If it is an ARREST
WARRANT, ask who the
warrant is for . If they tell you,
that person should go outside
the door and lock it behind him .

6. Try to keep the police out of
the premises . If a person is
arrested on your premises, the
officer may:
a . search the arrested
person completely
b. search objects in the
possession of the person such as
a suitcase or purse.
c. search areas within the
person's immediate control, for
example, if a person is sitting at
a desk when arrested, the desk
may be searched as it is considered an extension of his
person .
7. If the victim tries to escape,
he should be aware that the
building is probably surrounded, and that if she or he is
caught , heavier charges like
resisting arrest can be invoked.

8. If the person to be arrested is illegal or contraband may be
does not surrender , the police seized by police, even though
can come in and search for him not mentioned in the warrant.
in reasonable places (a closet is
14. Under the authority of a
reasonable , a drawer is not). search warrant , police can't
9. Police may seize any in- search people. If someone
strumenta lities, fruits , con - commits a crime while the
traband, and evidence of crimes search is on, he may be arrested
different from the office for and then serached. Under the
which the arrest is made, even authority of an arrest warrant
though they do not initially have or a search warrant for a
the right to search for them . Sof person, they cannot search the
if you let the police in, you can premises (except for areas in
be busted for anything in "plain person 's immediate control, see
view. " A search is defined by No. 6c)
" the prying of police into hidden
15. Only a reasonable amount
places, " and since no need for a of time may be ' taken for
search warrant. If an arrest search .
16. You should be careful to
warrant is being issued, try to
watch the inspecing officers as
keep police out of the house.
they search to make sure they
10. If a SEARCH WARRANT
is being issued, they must be don 't plant anything on you and
allowed on the premises and bust you for it.
17. Keep your dope in a
can use force to gain entry to
central place so you can flush it
t110se premises.
down the toilet before the police
11. A search warrant must
have " probable cause" set forth bust in.
in the affadavit. Probable cause
consists of facts that are
18. If the police find dope or
reliable and would generate a illegal property and ask whose
reasonable belief that a crime it is , NO ONE CLAIM IT.
has been committed. The Probably, all people residing in
location and description of the the house will be arrested, but it
premises to be searched must would take court proceedings to
be described accurately enough see who is held responsible.
19. DON'T TALK. You are
to a void confusion with other
property. There also must be a only required to identify
description of the property yourself. If they ask more
being searched for which, ex- questions, say, "I have nothing
cept in narcotics cases in which to say until I talk to my
the description can be more lawyer. " Likewise, don't sign
genera , should be specific.
a nything.
20. NEVER CONFESS to
12. The search warrant gives
police the right to make a anything .
21. Remember everything
complete and thorough search
of the premises described in the that happens and all the details.
warrant. The restriction is that
the search must be performed
Reprinted
from
" The
in a manner consistant with the Columbia New Morning"
property being searched for.
That means they can't search
through drawers when looking
P .S. If you want to get high
for a stolen TV.
and don 't like to be careful 13. Anything they find within
GET SOME WINE!
the restriction listed above that

ACTION NEEDS
ENGINEERS

Peace Corps and Vista
wil l be on campus
Sep tember 27 and 28,
Thursday and Friday .
Rec ru iters w ill be in the
Uni ve r si t y Center
INFORMATION BOOTH :
GALLERY AREA
INTERVIEWS : ROOM 214
MARK TWAIN ROOM
For i nt e r v i ews, sign up in the

Place m e nt Office.

PLASTER
CRAFTS

Good to see most everyone
enjoyed REO Speedwagon's
concert last Saturday night. In
fact, if you missed it you really
did miss a good concert. They
played a number of songs which
will be on their new album
coming out in three weeks. One
of the outstanding things about
the concert was the fact that
they played a little over an hour
of solid music. All in all a
completely worthwhile concert.
Now for the bad part of the
concert. What's the deal? You
wait outside for over an hour
and when they finally let you in
you discover that all the front
seats are taken. How did these
people get in? Well I have a
feeling that they are the"
members of the Student Union
Board who feel that because
they belong to the organization
that sponsored the group they
should get the priviledged front
seats. It 's not exactly what I
call fair since it is the funds
given to the SUB from all the
students at enrollment and the
price of the tickets that pays for

STATUARY
ACCESSORIES

Thousands of Miners jammed
ticket booths to buy tickets for
the concert Saturday night.
Packed like cattle the" Miners
and their dates waited 45
minutes to an hour to getin into
the building to hear the 1 hour
concert. About 8 lines merged
into one mass in front of the
ticket booths. These were the
longest lines in Rolla since last
spring's graduation speeches.
The ' lines started forming
around 6: 30 for the 8: 00 concert.
The gates were supposed to
open at 7:00 but did not open

CHECK OUR PRICES
FIRST, ALMOST
ANYTHING PRINTED
IN 60 SECONDS

SEE THESE NOW AT:

TWEEDIE'S
907 N. Pine 341-3333

E

e

Tickets are $4, $5 and $6

until 7 :40 - 40 minutes late. With
20 minutes until concert time
the thousands of irate . Miners
craowded the booths for tickets.
The concert was delayed until
everyone got in. If it hadn't been
some people would have missed
3/., of the concert. There was no
organization and no system to
the ticket sales. As one of the
furious Miners yelped while
being crushed, "The man in
charge ought to be hung by his
toes for this mess." This quote
was severely censored but we
know the good old Miners will
get the general idea.

~.

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, Mo.
336-3416
••'

<
Q

KIEL AUD.

Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

WELCOME BACK MINERS!

MEN
BASS
DEXTER
MANLY
FREEMAN
TEXAS
KEDS
CONVERSE

Elton John
8:00 P.M.

Rolla Volkswagen

FOOTBALL
JERSEYS

)..

the concert in the first place. If
they want a good seat they
should have to wait outside like
the rest of us. The same thing
happens at St. Pats, too.
Another thing that bothers me
is these blanket concerts .
Wouldn 't it be more comfortable to have chairs to sit on
rather than sitting on that
horrible floor? Granted you can
sit in the bleachers but if you
pay to listen to a concert at least
you ought to be able to heear in
comfort. Maybe I'm the only
one that feels this way, then
agains maybe I'm not. I think
the SUB should at least.look into
this and get some comments on
it and who knows maybe the
next concert we can get that
first row seat (in a chair) .. .
I!!!!

More on the Concert

PRINTED
SPORTSWEAR

NEWEST SHOE STORE
WOMEN
BASS
DEXTER
MOXEE
TROTLERS
BIBIANA'S
RED HOT
KEDS

Roll Another One

THE PLASTER KEY

ROLLA'S

•
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UMR Bike Rules
To Be

~Enforced

In the face of higher prices
and short supplies of gasoline,
concern for pollution and interest in physical fitness , UMR
is experiencing a rapid growth
in the number of bicycles on
campus. UMR applauds this
trend and hopes it will continue.
However, as the number of
I bicycles increases, there is also
an increasing importance to the
regulations for the use of
bicycles on campus, which have
been established by the Traffic
Safety
Committee .
The
regulations are listed on the last
page
of
the
"Traffic
Regulations" booklet, which
can be secured from the
University Police in building T'1:1.

Especially important are the
rules for operating and parking
bicycles. These rules forbid
riding and parking bicycles on
campus walks, pedestrian paths
or grassed areas and specify
that bicycles on campus walks,
pedestnan paths or grassed
areas and specify that bicycles
yield the right of way to
pedestrians in all campus
areas. Parkkng bicycles yield
the right of way to pedestrians
in all campus areas. Parking
bicycles on campus is restricted
to parking racks provided. The
number of these racks has been
recently increased and two
more will be added soon.

The bicycle regulations are
intended by the Traffic Committee to promote the safety of
indi vidual s and the appearance
of the campus, which must be of
concern to everyone on campus.
These goals deserve the
voluntary cooperation of
cyclists. The University Police
must enforce the rules for those
who will not comply, and fines
are provided for violations.
Bicycle thefts are increasing
and owners are urged to lock
their bicycles when they are
parked, preferably with a chain
lock which secures the bike to
the parking rack. A record of
the make and serial number
should also be kept. Loss or
theft or a bicycle on the campus
should be promptly reported to
the University Police.
Suggestions for improving the
bicycle regulations may be
made to the members of the
Traffic
Committee.
The
Committee has representatives
from faculty, students and staff
among its members. The
members are: Marion Arnold,
Curtis Adams, B. R. Askland,
Chris Cox, Kelly Gibbons ,
Ernest
Goggin ,
K. R .
Dunapace , Frank Kern , H. O.
McDonald, Eugene Warren , W.
A. Frad, Rodger Ziemer, Karl
Heisserer (student), James
Martin (student)l , Mike Boothby (student).

.MORGAN'S GOLF RANGE
Driving Range and Miniature Golf
Open Daily 6·11 p.m.

K HOUSE

ILED STEA
\

$1 88

364-6979

THE
SOUND CENTER

REG. $149.95
NOW $99 .95

Th e Crai g 4501 Pocket Calculator
has
f eatures
I ike
bu; It · in
r echargeab l e
b att er ies
and
p r otective carr ying case as
standa r d . No ex tr a ch ar ge. I t 's
even m ore compact th an yo u' d
ex p ect. Onl y 3" wi de, 51/:2" long
an d an in cr edibl e Ph" stirn , You
ca n add, subtra ct , multipl y and
divi de t o your h eart ' s cont ent eve n c h ai n m ultipl y. And th er e is a
soecia l swit c h for re p e at ed
mult iplica t ion and d iv ision by a
sinQl e pre·se lected con stan t. In
add ition to the permanent bat·
teri es there is a power cord
pro vided for AC operation . The
snap.action keyboard combined
with the bright , ea s y · to -read
electron iC numerals make it a
pl easur e to count sheep, figure out
th e groce r y bi ll , or even balance
th e ch eck -book .

c:::raAIG.
aUSINESS eQUI~MeNT
Craig Corporation, 921 W. Artesia Blvd.
CampIon, Calif. 90220

1107 Pine
364-7715

The WRHA shoeshine crew in action at Beta Sig, left to right Sue Braaf Paula
PoleH.~. ~i~a Hahn.. Pa,!fi Wilson. PauleHa France, and Paddy Dofle. W;ha has
three Mini Shoe Shines planned for OCT. 8, 15 and 22 with all the proceeds going
to Theta Tau's Ugly Man. Bring the shoes to the House 2 lounge any of those nights
between 7 and 8 p.m .

An Opera In Rolla?

A Touch Of Culture For Old UMR
ROLLA , Mo. , Sept. - In
addition to participation by the
Miner Band at football and
basketball games and the Rolla
Christmas parade, a number of
other musical events have been
scheduled this fall by the
University of Missouri-Rolla .
Pergolesi's opera "La Serva
Padrona" will be presented in
the St. Pat's Ballroom of the
Student Union Oct. 6 and 7. The
opera (translated "The MaidMistress") is short and has a
cast of three people. UMR's

String Ensemble will ac company the voices. Tickets are
$1 each and the public is invited
to attend.
On Oct . 20 two events will take
place on campus involving area
high school choral directors and
their students. Students will
compete by auditions for 12
positions open to this area in the
Missouri All-State High School
Choir. That choir will perform
at the Missouri Educators
Association convention in
Jefferson City in January. Also

on Oct. 20, the directors and
their students will participate in
the second annual South Central
Choral Literature Clinic . It is
sponsored by the Music
Educators' Association and the
Shattinger Music Company of
St. Louis.
Nov. 11 is the date when the
UMR Chorus will perform the
oratorio "King David." This
presentation will be held in
Centennial Hall of the
University Center and is open to
the public at no charge .

The Army ROTC
College Program
Has 3 Things to
Offer That Other
College Programs
Don't.
1. 6,500 Scholarships
2. $100 Monthly Allowance
3. Free Flying lessons

ENROll IN ARMY ROTC
(Army ROTC is also offered to Co-eds)
(Class remains open thru Sept.)
CONTACT: University of Missouri-Rolla
Find Yourself a Future

In

AT: 341-4741

Army ROTC
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Features
Our Man Hoppe

Editor: William Red Pen

Females Flourish

Who Are The Chosen People?
Scene: The Heavenly Real
Estate Office. The Landlord is
happily rummaging through a
jar of red dwarf stars and expoding novae as his business
agent, Mr. Gabriel, reads a
report.
Gabriel (flipping a page ): So
much , sir, for Galaxy MMMCCXVII. Let's see. Oh, here's a
special request from the little
planet., Earth, that You like so
much . It's from Israel. There's
been more fighting in the
Middle East...
The Landlord (beaming ):
Israel? Ah, the Israelites! My
Chosen People. What do they
want, Gabriel? '
Gabriel: They respectfully
request , sir, that after 10,000
years You might ,see Your way
clear to choosing somebody
else.
The Landlord (frowning) : My
Israelites
are
unhappy?
Hmmm. Who was in charge of
that real estate development,
Gabriel?
Gabriel: Moses, sir. As you
recall he led them through the
desert for 40 years to The
Promised Land of milk and
honey. No disrespect intended,
sir , but all things' conSidered,
they wish he'd led them to Saudi
Arabia instead.
The Landlord: They don 't like
milk and honey , Gabriel?
Gabriel: On, the milk a'nd
honey are just fine , sir. But in
the Middle East these days it's
better to have oil.
Gabriel: No, the Americans
do , sir. You see, American
Presidents have always vowed
to fight to the death for Israel on
two grounds. The first is that
Israel is one of the world's most
thriv ing democracies, living
proof of what obstacles brave,
free men can conquer.
The Landlord: What 's the
second?
Gabriel: The Jewish vote, sir.
No American President wants

to lose that. But now that the
Israelis ha ve milk and honey,
which America doesn't need,
and the Arabs have oil, which
America does, the Arabs are
threatening to withhold their oil
unless America abandons its
friends, the Israelis.
The Landlord: Abandon
them? But I thought every
American President had vowed
to fight to the death for them .
Gabriel: Yes sir. But that and
rationing gasoline are two
different things. You know how
Americans feel about their
automobiles .
The Landlord (sighting ):
Yes. What do you think I should
do, Gabriel?
Gabriel: The solution sppears
obvio us , sir. Simply inject
several billion barrels of oil into
Israel's Negev Desert and the
Americans will vow to fight to
the death for them again . Their
problems would be over.
The Landlord (thoughtfully) :
Yes , Israel 's certainly a
deserving country. There they
are, outnumbered fifty to one by
their ferocious enemies. Yet
they go right on trying to
scratch a thriving nation out of
the rocky soil. They're so cocky
a nd funny and bold. The young
people are so healthy and
dedicated. Their community of
spirit...
Gabriel (eagerly ) : Yes , sir,
and with oil...
The Landlord: They'd be rich
and safe like America. Big cars,
two houses , buying elections ,
scrambling over each other for
money-their
young
experimenting with drugs and
disillusionment. (He smiles.)
Now , Gabriel , do you see why I
call the Israelis my Chosen
People?
Gabriel (nodding somberly):
Yes, sir. But somehow it doesn 't
seem fair to the Americans. All
things considered, sir, they
really deserve to be chosen for a
while.

A few years ago our glorious
institution was almost strictly
engineering , math and sciences. Since the state has taken it
over, the Humanities and Social
Sciences departments have
expanded and one can see their
influences on campus. One big
change in the past few years is
the number of females has been
on the rise. Now to some of the
older guys this is quite a
change. About the only thing
they ever had to gander upon
was a few departmental
secretaries and some gross
looking wives of their fellow
engineers . Things are a little
better this year as some young
damsels flop their bods around
the quad wearing taint little
halter tops . The average line of
sight on a hot sunny day has
dropped about ten inches. Bare
legs is another luxury Miners
have taken advantage of. A
well developed bare leg may
pickup as many as two to ten
followe r s per 500 feet of
sidewalk. Of course these girls
have caused their problems.
Everyone wants a hand in the
goodies. The first day of classes
was interesting to see who was
going to win the race to sit next
to one of these members of the
beautiful minority. Also the
profs and grad students usually
put on a pretty good show.
The standard of dress has
even improved. Everyone
doesn't run around in their St.
Pat's sweatshirts 24 hours a day
7 days a week. Most guys try to
look presentable for class while
some try to look like a stud,
maybe to catch the eye of these
dames with trained tunnel
vision. The first dance this had
to be a classic. Girls would walk
unescorted
and
be
in
surrounded by sex hungry men
before they get through the
door. Once inside they danced

every dance until they made an
excuse to go to the powder room
so they could recuperate.
The big question is , "Why are
more girls deciding to come
down here?" Is it for our wellknown Humanities? That's a
laugh . Maybe girls are starting
to dig engineering . I think they
are down here for the same
reason most girls go to school.
They want to have fun and pick
out some poor sucker who wants
to get hitched. These girls are
just a little smarter than most
because they have a great
selection of guys that are going
to make a hell of a lot of money
when they get out. They also
like to run the show and they
can with a ratio of 8 to 1. Now
just think guys , don't let the
weaker sex have control. We
still have something to play on .
Deep down these girls are just
as horny as we are.

~rederic's CPolonial LJillage
TAVERN OPEN 10 am to 1 am
Frosted mugs-Coldest Beer in Town·Sandwiches
Steak·Shrimp·Chicken·Served In Frederics Restaurant
Hwy 63 & Cedar

THIS WEEKS

OLD MILWAUKEE QTS.

44~

Rolla, Mo.

JUST ARRIVED

SPECIAL
SCHLITZ NON-RET. $1.21
BUDWEISER MALT 12 OZ. CANS $1.21
SCHLITZ MALT 8 OZ. CANS 88~
HAMM'S QUARTS 44~

Editor's Note : Wi Ilia m
Redpen is not a ficticious
character.
One
photographer managed to
get this shot of the elusive
man .
However,
Mr.
Dunnkutit was nowhere to
be found.

CORDUROY SHIRT JAC'S TO
COORDINATE AND MATCH
WITH PATTERN CORDUROY
BAGGIES
BY

\

FARAH
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY AT:

WHILE THEY LAST

509

FREE PARKING IN REAR

364·1503
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AEG-Outline

Gertrude's Thoughts

Once again, the annual joint
outing of the SIMESME & AEG
student chapters was a great
success. Held at Bruzewski's
farm this Saturday, the Outing
was designed relieve the suffering and distress commonly
inherent to Mining and
Geological Engineering.
The course to the area was
well engineered to keep out all
hippie commie fag types, meat
poachers, and professors. Mter
travelling 2 miles on a Georgia
red clay road, through
Bruzewski 's front yard , through
a mud creek, and winding
through the trees, the smell of
whole beef roasting over an
open fire made your mouth
water.
Co.ntinued on Page 9

EVERY YEAR, I see that a
Weelll that feller took a real
bunch of big companies send all liking to me an even showed me
sorts of people down here called his tatoo of the Grand Dragon of
recruiters and sorts of wierd Oklahoma and his signature
shenanigans usually start with a brandin iron, but I can't
popping up like prairie respectfully tell ya where. I got
dogs ... They come here lookin the job and all, but they finally
for what they thinks best, of- ~ound out I didn't really have a
ferin opportunities for ad- stuffed hippie to my name like
vancement an all sorts of nifty "regular folks, but it jest goes to
thingssech as interview trips show yeh how yeah hafta use
where they cart yea all over yer wits with some of them
Hell and try and impress so bad squillier fellas , and how ta
yea jest don't know what to make a good first impression,
think. I interviewed this one so none of your grad seniors
feller from Okie-Tuskogee worry , jest look that company
Limited who came down here square in the eye an givem what
semester looking for a couple of they want.
Manure Spreaders, with minors
in Math. Here's the gist of our
dialogue :
Him: Hello, What can I do for
you er ... a .. Mam?
Her: Watch yer tongue, you
diddlywumper . I'm here for a
job.
Him: Oh, well I've seen your
resume and you seem qualified
in all the relevant aspects of the
job requiements , but let's get
down to the nitty gritty and see
if you're our kinda people. It
saye ahere that for a hobbie that
ye've got a suffed hippie
collection , and that has really
interested our
personneU
department.
Could
you
elucidate on you're collection?
Her: Well, ahvvv given up the
physical collecting part, having
joined the Synagogue of the
Holly Rollers , but I still like ta
dress upp the ones ahve got for
festive occasions sech as the
Fourth. There's this one I use as
a hood ornament that has those
genuine type hippies eyes that
glow in the dark an keeps bugs
off the windshield. I had to use a
pair of bicycle reflectors ta get
that old shiny eyes, but I tell you
that its worth it when yeh go ta
church an yeh git the respect of
decent, down-home folks.

Need A
New or
Used Car?
• Cadillac
• Pontiac
• Datsun
.GMC Trucks
Special Datzun 240-Z

J

Gryder Motors, Inc_

V Rolla, Mo., 654111,

I'O"TlAC

Phone 3M-3783

NOTICE
WRHA is giVing haircuts for Ugly man. Price
7Sc_ Call Denise at 3414918 for an appOintment.
WRHA is doing sewing
for Uglyman . Prices
charged according to
labor. Call Sue at 3414917.

Beat the numbers ...
The world's first calculators that challenge
computers and fit into your pocket.
Are you spending too much time solving problems the old-fashioned way-with slide rule,
ordinary calculator or paper and pencil?

forms register and vector arithmetic . And the
HP-80 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial
functions .

Solve problems in seconds, with one of th e
same calculators used by professionals in you r
fie ld-the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Ca lculator
the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calcu~
lator, or the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator.
Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and
more features than ordinary calculators. For
example , the HP-35 gives you up to 10 digit
accuracy , a flo ati ng decimal point, and a range
of 200 decades (10- 99 to 1099 ). Th e HP-45 a/so
gives you automatic converSions , offers you a
chOice of fixed or sCientifiC notation, and per-

Right now, an HP calculator ca n help you get
better grades, because it . . .
• SAVES TIME in solving problemS-just press
the keysl
• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes
• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no waiting for school mach ine)
• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER -AN D-PEN CIL CALCULATIONS
• OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom
library or dorm
'
• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse ;
weighs but 9 ounces)

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of
Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators

CAMPUS BOOK STORE
HEWLETT" PACKARD
Sales, service and support in 172 centers in 65 countries
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Letters

Complete And Uncut

By Anderson and Elven

Meet the Press .... Welcome; today we are turning the tables and
really Meeting the Press. We'd like to introduce our distinguished
panel of participants. You can distinguish them in any crowd of
participants because they don't. We were only able to get them to
come today after we told them a free meal was partial payment.
But we've still no introduced them to you. First off let's explain
that all our members belong to the same newspaper "the Minor
the name implies, a
Misery" . The owner and publisher is,
minor, and therefore his name cannot be revealed. Needless to
say his job is made simple because of the competent staff he
employs. His right hand man, indespensible to his purpose is the
Editor-in-Chief Mr. Gerald Slough. Mr. Slough handles the
numerous strings that run a newspaper in such a manner that we
hesitate to try to describe it His experiences in newspaper rand
second to none, and we mean that. Truly a man more than worthy
of everything he gets. His assistants are of varied talents that
dra w from all fields, not the least of which is journalism. Close,
perhaps. Luckily for the "Minor Misery" such a collection of
~ents comes along once in a year. Making sure that articles
measure up to the standards set down by those who've gone
before is the job of the Feature Editor, Mr. William Redpen.
Across his desk pass some of the finest literary masterpieces
produced in the journalistic medium. It's not often, however, that
the public has the sarno opinion after Mr. Redpen puts on the
finishing touches. Each article, every picture, and all the advertisement must somehow be put into one newspaper. This is an
important responsibility. In every paper put out he has to make
sure that articles started in one place finish in another; that the
sarne article isn't put in twice ; and most important of all that
each article will fit the length. Mr. Dunnkutit is not afraid to cut
and snip article length to make sure it fits. The format of a paper
os most important since a newspaper that cannot be looked at

as

Tuesday night, thus shooting the above mentioned ritual full of
holes. What caused this drastic change in a once predictable
occurance? Two things could have happened. Either the girls are
~etting better, or the "New Breed" of Miner is actually giving the
coeds a break and asking them out a whole week in advance! We
hope it's the former, cause we'd hate to see another old tradition
~asp and die. Is nother sacred in this word anymore? Not even the
UMR coed?
Fun City ... .While all the typical small town happiness of Rolla life
~oes on around, a bad omen is rearing it's ugly head on the
horizon. While Barnes and Powell and Sowers fight over HUD's
public housing project, and while a juvenile gets held in the Rolla
jail illegally for 24 hours, and while the city council gets smaller
every day, and while the Rolla Police Department covers up
another arrest of an "influential person's" kid; an issue of far
greater magnitude, an issue near and dear to every Miner's heart
creeps slowly to the forefront of Rolla's active political scene. If
you, today's college student, want an issue to get behind,
something to work for and support, something to get personally
involved in, then this is the moment you have all been waiting for .
ISSUE: Should the City of Rolla sell liquor by the drink. Support
your local bar today.
Credits .. ..If you haven't figured it out by now, the staff of The
Miner must be given credit for leaving off the last half of our ·
column last week .... The UMR coeds appear to be getting more
clever all the time .... the liquor by the drink law appears out of
focus for some reason ...the Babbling Mer! Baker Memorial Brook
Fund for the new quad which we started in our first column this
year now stands at 37c. Keep those contributions coming in,
folks. : .. that's all.

fllear Editor:
After reading a copy of your
publication of this date I would
like to register a complaint. In
the article titled Sensored by
Anderson and Elven, hint
number five on making your
weekend enjoyable it was
suggested "If you're looking
foward to an exciting football
game, go to Columbia."
I find this in extremely poor
taste. Not only have Anderson
and Elven shown a lack of any
type of school spirit but have
taken advantage of the column
in subject to give influence to
other students to ridicule our
team.
I recall an award called The
Twelfth Man Award given to the
organization displaying the
most school spirit at football
games. I take it the Missouri
Miner is not in support of this.
I would appreciate seeing this
letter in the next publication of
the Miner. Anderson and Elven
may well be in Columbia this
weekend but you will find me at
the Miner game.
Thank you very much.

Like Who .. ..
It's not often that people like you will read a paper like this so that
people like you can laugh at people like you when it's written by
people like us.

Sincerely yours,
Mark B. Pickell

Labor worries ... .The Rolla area stores can rest easier now. 'They
no longer have to worry about what to do if the Meatcutters Union
ever goes on strike . They can use the editorial staff of the
Missouri Miner, they've had plenty of practice as butchers.
Booked Up .... As Bob Dylan would say, the times they are achangin' , at least here on the UMR campus. No we know you've
heard that before, what with all the talk about new quads, new
buildings, more girls, etc. But this "change" was just discovered
last week. It was Tuesday night, 4 days before the party weekend.
Two typical Miners who have been around a while settled into
their usual Tuesday-night-before-a-party-weekend-ritual, finding
a date. Where's a good place to go looking? Why the girls dorm , of
course. It's a known fact that in years past quite a few dorm girls
never got asked out because, as they used to put it, "All the guys
assume we already have dates." So why should this year be any
different? Why shouldn't the Tuesday night ritual be effective
again? Well, to the shock and disbelief of these two ingrained
Min~r traditionalists, the girls dorm was 98 per cent taken on

TOP HAT LOUNGE
Miners Hang Out
Michelob & Bottle Beer
Above ABC Bowling Lane s
Downtown Rolla

SCHAUM'S OUTLINES
REFERENCE BOOKS
PAPERBACKS
CALCULATORS
(On Order)

CAMPUS
BOOK STORE

NOTICE
Blue Key National Honor
Fraternity is now accepting applications for
fall pledges. Applications
may be picked up at the
Student Union Candy
Cou nter a nd returned to
any Blue Key member.
Deadline for applications
is Thursday, Sept. 27, at
noon .

"Redpen, you can't help it ifthey write bad articles."

Straight From
Ole' England

FISH 'N CHIPS
2 Pieces Fish, Chips

99¢

3 Pieces Fish, Chips

$129

5 Pieces Fish, Chips

$1 99

Bus_ Loop 1-44

·.<,'
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International Fellowship
Sponsors Lectu res
Meandering through the
cafeteria a few days ago, I
happened to hear amid the
stacks of trays several voices
moaning in accented English. I
assumed it was a group of my
Ozark buddies having recently
emerged from a rough test and
licking their wounds over a cup
of coffee. I had misplaced the
accents , however. Here were
three dejected members of the
International Fellowship informally gathered to bemoan
their plight.
"How you doin' this morning,
Kul ?" I asked as I sat down .
(Kul is my Indian friend - a
Physics grad student, but not a
bad guy.)
"Well, not goo good, Jim. The
Fellowship has a problem ."
"Let me expl<;lin," broke in
Ben, a very articulate Chinese
student who reminds me of Sulu
on Star Trek. "We in the
International Fellowship are
dedicating ourselves to an interchange of culture, letting
American students know
something about the ideas, the
music , the viewpoints of people
from other countries .. ." (Ah
yes, a very attractive young
lady has just moved into view. I
remember a chick like that

from the dorms. Nice legs,
among other things. Hope she
drops a book (sure is picking up
around here .. ) " ... but we find
that many Americans don 't
listen to us . You understand
what I mean , don't you , Jim? "
"Huh? Oh, yeh , sure, it is a
real problem with some
people."
Then Nuri, the Turkish
gentleman to my right, spoke
up . I was beginning to feel like
Captain Kirk. "You see, many
people have their only contact
with other countries through the
newspaper." I glanced at the
paper in front of me. Blast it,
the Cards are a game-and-ahalf down .
" So that's why we are offering a series of lectures and
demonstrations on Yoga,"
remarked Kul.
" Far out," said 1. " Is that
how you pass Physics? "
Kul grinned. "Well, in a way .
Let me tell you a story, Jim .
Many years ago, the Indian
civilization
was
very
materialistically-oriented ... "
(This is heavy stuff, gotta have
a cigarette - lessee, I've got
my little disposable butane here
somewhere ... ) " .. .and they
fought many useless wars. until

AEG Outing - From Page 7
Alas , the professors came as "Terrrible" T. C. Wilson.
anyway, including John D.
In spite of these "Pearls of
("Daddy" ) Rockaway and his Learning," a good time was had
family; "Dizzy" David Barr, by all. The beef was fantastic,
his wife and kids; "Daffy" Don he beer was great, and the food
Warner and crew ; and a few the wives brought really made
others.
for a delicious meal.
The only incident occurred
Some of the mor~ popular
when an alien from the activities were volleyball many
petroleUm department drove up different types of football and
in a bright red Toyota with just stitin' around and "shootin'
candy stripe carpeting. The the bull" .
crowd was stunned to see him
Special thanks to Chuck
without his nourescent orange Travelstead and those who
pipe, but relieved that his stayed from 2:00 a .m. to cook
handlebar mustache was still the beef. Also : Hi Wendy!
intact. He was later identified

they realized that contentment
and mastery of one's life arises
from within. So they developed
Yoga , which permits you to
control your whole being and to
retain energy that is ordinarily
wasted ."
"You don 't say." Man, what's
he talking about? I began to rip
up my styrofoam coffee cup in
despair.
" And we think that America
has had its fill of materialism
and that you are ready to share
in the ancient Indian discipline
of the mind, body and intellect."
"The hell you say! " I stood
up , threw styrofoam bits all
over them and then marched
off. I knew when I had been
insulted.
(In all seriousness, the
International Fellowship is
sponsoring a series of lectures
and demonstrations of Mr. P.C.
Mahata, a graduate student in
M.E ., on
"Yoga:
Synchronization of Mind, Body and
Intellect. " This will start
Thursday, Sept. '1:1, in the
Meramec Room of the New
University Center . Refreshments are served. Admission is
free to all students.)
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Chemistry Building
Will Open This Fall
Almost fifteen years ago ,
planning began for a 4.5 million
dollar Chemistry Chemical
Engineering building on the
U.M.R. Campus. Last year,
those plans started to take
shape as construction was
initiated. And this year saw the
completion of one of the most
modern,
sophisticated
laboratory and research
facilities in the country.
Outstanding features of the
new building include separate
departm ental offices for
Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering. Presently, both
departments share the same
cr;lmped quarters in the old
Chemical Engineering building .
Undergraduate ' labs
for
organic ,
physical,
and
biochemistry are equipped with
improved exhaust hoods and
better ventilation equipment.
Special rooms for instruments ,
and solvent and gas storage are
now available. Special labs
house the high quality equipment for mass spectroscopy,

gas chromatography, nuclear
ch e mistr y , centrifuges ,
refri ge ra t ion ,
and
hydrogenation. Improved staff
facili t ies Include conference
rooms , offices and private
research labs for each staff
member.
Research presently being
carried on will be carried out
more efficiently in the new
facility. Projects such as the
investigation of moon samples
for NASA , and the study of
theoretical and quanlam
chemistry will be expanded.
The new Chemistry-Chemical
Engineering facility is one of
the most practical. improvements
th e
U.M.R .
Campus has seen . It will
provide for more efficient
coordination among the some
1500 students and faculty of the
Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering departments , and
will offer improved research
and laboratory conditions .
Improvements such as this are
well worth the money spent.

RARE BIRD HANDLERS WANTED
You need a certain touch . A special drive. Whatever
comes up in Navy air. you have to handle it. Jockeying a hoi jet oft the deck in foul weather. Hunting
through skyways where even the wind gets lost.
Or bossing the little black box with the big punCh.
Whatever you do. you learn to do it right. You learn
the difference between taming a falcon and a wren .

W e al so offer submarines . ships , excitement
and travel. Plu s a g i ant step on the path 10
su ccess. i n or out 01 the ser v ice .
Give us a onc e o ver . The Navy Info Team i s
i n Uni versity Center East t omorrow and
Fri d ay. Sept . 27 ·J 8.

If' you think you can handle the job, let us know .
Our birds are ready when you are.

If YOu',. going to be eomethlng, why not be eome·
thing

~I.'?

Representative Needed!
Earn $200.00 +each semester with
only a few hours work at the begil1'!"
ning of the semester.
INTERNATIONAL MARKETING SERVICE
519 Glenrock Avenue Suite 203
Los Angeles, California 90024

CINII
R~

INC
I

the professional art of applying science
to the optimum conversion of natural resources to the
benefit of man."
Stanford School of Eng ineer ing' s wi d e- ranging graduate pro grams
offer qualified men and women exciting avenues to rewa rding ,
satisfymg. professional careers.

The Stanford School of Engmeering IS searching for graduate
studen ts from among qualified majors In engineering. mathematICs.
and the sCiences.
A representative from the school Will be on campus to diSCUSS
Stanford's ten englneenng departments and interdisciplinary
programs, research opportunities, the finanCial assistanc e available,
and other aspects of engineering at Stanford .

• Monday Oct. 1, 1973
Make arrangements to meet him through

• Placement Center
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
Stanford University

King's Choice
(on Pine across f rom the Uptown)

27 Varieties Of Sandwiches

OPEN TILL 2:00 AM
"down w it h greasy pies"

Own ed b y a former U M R student
(yes I graduated) who couldn't
make it in t he real world.
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sports
Wisch Hits Field Goal

Miners Lose Home Opener
To Henderson State, 14-3
Though there was not too
much output offensively, the
Miners played a good game
with few mistakes aga inst
highly ranked Henderson State
College of Arkansas Saturday.
UMR kept it close in their
season home opener until the
fourth quarter when Allen
Ray's 72 yard touchdown run
finally broke the game open.
The score at halftime was 7-3
in favor of Henderson. For most
of the first half the ball was well
away from either endzone. In
the second quarter the Henderson State squad had one
successful scoring drive keyed
by a 16 yard complete pass from
Terry Blaylock to Larry
Thompson. A late hit charge on
Don Angell moved the ball half
the distance to the goal to the
Miner 11. Ray , culprit of the
day , put the ball in four plays
later.
The Miners' only score also
came in the second quarter
when David Wisch converted a
26 yard field goal.
After a fine halftime show,
highlighted by the Miner Band
and the Dixon, Waynesville, and
St. James high school bands,
the UMR offense looked good.
On the first four plays of the
third quarter the running game
clicked a first down. After
getting the first down from his
rushers Rick LaFollette con-

nected with Rodney LeGrand on
a 25 yard pass. Then, well into
Miners for a sfgriiflca nt loss. An
overthrown pass by LaFollette
forced Wisch to try for a 47 yard
field goal which was short.
Henderson ran the field goal
kickout to their own 14 where a
holding penalty moved them
back out to the seven. An interception by Calvin Curdt gave
the ball back to the Miners in
excellent field position, but a
fumble on the next play put
Henderson State back on the
offense. The remainder of the
third quarter saw neither team
get the ball close to the opposite
endzone.
Early in the fourth quarter ,
nothing sensational seemed to
be brewing when suddenly
tailback Allen Ray , on a left
side sweep got around the
corner and sprinted 72 yards
down the sideline for another
Henderson State touchdown .
The extra point conversion
made the score 14-3.
LeGrand,
LaFollette ' s
favorite target in the fourth
quarter, had several good
moves and some good catches,
but the passing attack failed to
get close enough for a score in
the final minutes of the game.
The play which set up the
Miners' field goal came after a
26 yard completed pass from
Calvin Curdt to Scott Char-

pentier on a faked punt play.
Curdt got off some excellent
punts during the game with his
biockers giving him plenty of
protection.
Kenton Hupp, all but stopped
in last week's game, carried the
ball for 65 yards in 20 carries to
lead UMR in rushing. He had a
particularly good second half
and was the key spark in the
rushing a ttack which started
the third quarter.
It should be noted that UMR
made a very close game of it
until the long run by Ray in the
fourth quarter. The offense
moved the ball well against a
tough Henderson State defense,
and the Miner defensive squad
made a close game out of what
the forecasters had essentially
predicted to be a rout .

Cross Country Team
Downs Tigers, 22·39
The UMR cross-country team
ran their winning streak to two
last week as the Miners easily
manhandled
the
Lincoln
University Tigers by a score of
22 to 39.
Phil J ensen won first place
handily as he pulled away on the
final three miles to finish in a
time of 25:37. Freshman David
Carycraft, continuing to improve , finished in 27: 00 for a
new Miner record and second
place. Right behind was Bill
Maples who finished In 27:03.
Paul Andrews finished fourth
with a time of 27: 17. If these
freshmen keep improving at
their early season rate, hopes
are high for a good showing at
the upcoming invitational
meets . Mike Schepflin and
Lance Jensen finished fourth
and fifth for the Miners in times
of 28:35 and 29:58. With John
Herman finishing in a time of
29:24, the Miners had five

finishers under 30 minutes on
the five mile course.
On Saturday School of the
Ozarks and a rain dampened
course damaged the Miners
winning streak as School of the
Ozarks took the first three
places and a 22-33 victory over
the Miners. With a winning time
of 26: 52, the Miners were
capable of winning, but their
times were the slowest of the
season. David Craycraft continued to lead the squad as he
placed fourth in 27:41. Bill
Maples was fifth, at 27:46, and
Paul Andrews was third for the
Miners.
Although the Miners suffered
a small letdown, this Saturday
provides an excellent opportunity for the Miners to
cintinue their fine performances as they will meet
stiff competition at the SIU
invitational in Edwardsville.

UMR Athletic Department
Offers Swimming Classes
There
will
be
an
organizational meeting
Tuesday night at 7:00 in the
Multi-Purpose Building for
swimming classes to be offered
by the athletic department. The
October 2 meeting will be held
for all those who wish to sign up
for instructions for the the fall
semester. Lessons for Beginners, Advanced Beginners, and
Senior Lifesaving will be offered . The Senior Lifesaver
class is a pre-requisite for a
water safety instructor rating.
Water Safety instructor lessons
will be offered in the spring
semester for those who possess
this pre-requisite.

RON'S SfNCLAIR
63'N & 1-44
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364-5169
STUDENT GAS
DISCOUNT

IF YOU NEED A CAR

DOWNTOWN
AUTO SALES

9th & Elm
Rolla, Mo.
CALL 364-8300
GOOD CLEAN
USED CARS

This organizational meeting
should be attended both by
prospective students and instructors.
In addition, for the first time
this semester, there will be a
scuba diving course available
for
interested
students.
Information regarding this
course can be obtained from
Norma Fleming, in the
Extension Office. The phone
number there is 341-4201.

Hupp of the Miners carried the ball 20 times for a total of 65 yards to lead the
team in rushing against Henderson State this Saturday_ Hupp's effort was not enough as
the Miners dropped the contest 14-3.

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla. Missouri

P---~~~---------,

(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job.
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.
"This is a specia I discount program for students. We
will be glad to quote you a price on any Ford or
Mercury product."

JOE-MINER RING
EXCLUSIVELY AT

MISSOURI MINER
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Missouri Southern Next
Miner Grid Opponent

Harmon

Highlights
!mii!.U!m~
The first week the headliner
was
UCLA-Nebraska ... the
second
week,
LSUColorado .. .last week, it was
North
Carolina
StateNebraska ...and this week, the
national spotlight is on the
blockbuster between Oklahoma
and Southern California.
They're ranked 3rd and 4th in
that order in our top 20. The
Sooners have had a week off
since their impressive trouncing of Baylor in their season
opener, and the Trojans have
defeated Arkansas and Georgia
Tech on successive Saturdays.
Both teams are capable of such
offensive explosions , it should
be a tremendous show. Our pick
is possibly a surprise:
Oklahoma by nine points.
However, Nebraska is still
Number One this week,
cha ll enged by runner-up
Alabama. The Corn huskers
have a little easier task this
Saturday than last as they play
Wisconsin. The Tide meets
Vanderbilt. And depending on
the outcome of Southern CalOklahoma , the two powers
could still be on top next week.
Nebraska will dump the
Badgers by 35, and Alabama
will top the Commodores by wow- 55 pOints!
An old nemesis faces sthranked Notre Dame. The
Boilermakers of Purdue, thorns
in the sides of the Fighting Irish

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1973

UMR goes against powerful
Missouri Southern College, last
year's NAIA Division 2 champs,
next Saturday. The score last
year between the two teams
wound up 39-7 with Missouri
Southern on top . Miner coach
Charles Finley thinks Southern
has an even better team this
year, though they lost their first
game in an upset. " Lydell
Williams, a truly outstanding
back , had a bad day. Every
time he would be about to break
away, he would get tripped up '
- from the films they still
looked like the better team, but
just couldn't get anythi ng
going," commented Coach
Finley. They didn't let that one
worry them too much, however.
Since then they've won two in a

in past years, meet the Irish in
West Lafayette. The Riveters
are much more of a darkhorse
this fall, but are still figured to
be an IS-point underdog to Notre
Dame.
The two powers in the Big
Ten, Michigan and Ohio State,
are rated 5th and 7th respectively in our national rankings .
The Buckeyes will clip TCU by
20 points, and the Wolverines
are a heavy 35-point choice over
Navy.
Miami, the big upsetter a
week ago, goes after Florida
State Saturday. The 12th-rated
Hurricanes will win by 25
points.
Three other members of the
Big S Conference are in the Top
20 again ... Oklahoma State is a
surprising 6th, Iowa State is
13th, and Missouri is No. 14. The
Cow boys are favored over
Southern illinois by 49 points ... the Cyclones will be a 15- "'
point winner over Arkansas
and Mizzou will take North
Carolina by xixteen.
In the Southeast Conference
match-ups between conferenc~
title contenders and national
powers occur almost weekly.
This Saturday, it's Tennessee
against Auburn. Last fall the
Tigers upset the Volunteer~ , 106, and this year - well , it could
be the same story. Auburn is
fa vored by just one point.
,

row (last week's score was 3S-()
over Emporia) to bring their
record to 2-1-(). One of Coach
Finley's primary worries now is
the momentum Missouri
Southern may have going.
UMR has improved since last
year, too. Mr. Finley commented that in last week's game
with Henderson State, the
Miners had good defense.
Holding as tough a squad as
Henderson to only two touchdowns (and one of them a 72
yard run ) is no small accomplishm ent. Henderson is in
one of the strongest small
coll ege conferences in the
country. "The films of last
week's game showed us that the
offense needs to work on
executing basics," said Mr.

Finley. The Miners do indeed
have what it takes to move the
football, as the third quarter of
last week's game showed (the
three points in the second
quarter were the first scored
against Henderson's defense
this year). However, as Coach
Finley indicated, they need
more polish in technique. If they
get this problem ironed out by
next weekend, it could be
another closely fought contest.
At any rate, the Miners can use
all the support they get in what
could very well be the toughest
game of the year. Missouri
Southern has been upset once
already this year: by a team not
ranked as high as the Miners. If
they 're up and get plenty of
support. ...

I,
Freshman Terry Owens (fo
d) d
stalwart Miner defense T~:g~~rd:n ~n dSteve Suellentrop anchor the right side of the
Henderson State offens~.
or e gave up only two touchdowns to a potent
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Football

Miners Down Meramec
Upsets Scramble
In Wafer Polo Ope.ner
Playoff Picture

With the Intramural football
season half over, many teams
are still in the running for a
playoff berth. TKE and Beta
Sigma Psi lead League One with
identical records of 3 wins and
no losses. KA is on top of
League Two with a 3 and 1
record, but three other teams,
Sigma Pi, Lambda Chi Alpha ,
and Newman have just lost one
game also. League Three shows
Sigma Phi Epsilon, with a 3-0
record, leading by a one half
game margin over Kappa
Sigma who has a 2-0 record. In
League Four, Sigma Tau
Gamma and Pi Kappa Alpha
are running first and second in
the league with 3-0 and 2-1
records respectively. In League
Five, a showdown between
Wesley and Liahona, who are
both undefeated, should decide
the League Championship.
Last weeks results in League
One saw a double victory for
Beta Sigma Psi. One was 38-20
victory over Sigma Nu, and the
other a 53-0 trouncing of Delta
Tau Delta. Other action in
League One saw Tech Club

hand Delta Tau Delta their
second loss of the week by a
score of 16-7, and TKE wallop
GDI 42-0. In League Two,
Newman came back from a 19-0
halftime deficit to squeeze by
Sigma Pi 27-25. Also i!l
League Two . Kappa Alpha
was a double winner for the
week. They beat Campus Club
21-12, and then edged Lambda
Chi Alpha 10-7. Lambda Chi also
played two games last week but
the best they could get was a
split by defeating MRHA20-7.
Three games were played in
League Three. Kappa Sigma
defeated Delta Sigma Phi 34-19,
Sigma Phi Epsilon outscored
Theta Xi 42-23, and in a
defensive battle, Mates nipped
Triangle 6-2. Three shutouts
were registered in League Four
play . Phi Kappa Theta crushed
Acacia 40-0, Sigma Tau
AGamma ran over Engine Club
27-0, and P i Kappa Alpha shut
out Alpha Phi Alpha 12-0. Only
two games were played in
League Five. Wesley trounced
40-6 and Liahona
BSU
demolished Pi Kappa Phi 36-7.

UMR Scuba Club Plans
Trip To Corpus Christi
The UMR Scuba Club is
having a meeting Thursday,
September 27, at 7:00 p.m. in
the class room at the MultiPurpose Building to discuss
plans for the coming year. The
tentative plans call for a diving
trip to Corp!ls Christi, Texas,
during Thanksgiving and one to
the Florida Keys over Easter
break. Shorter weekend trips to
some of the local lakes will be
discussed. In the meantime, the
club has offered its services to
the Highway Patrol to raise

money to ouy a cumpressor.
Membership is open to all
students and faculty. You don't
have to be a diver to join, as
lessons will be offered by the
Extension Office and West End
Diving of st. Louis. These
lessons will lead to international
certification which will allow
you to dive anywhere in the
world. Equipment can be
bought at a discount through the
club. For more information on
lessons contact Norma Fleming
at the Extension Office, phone
341-4201.

Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page
Send for you r up·to·dale, 160'page ,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
10 cover postage Idelivery lime is
1 10 2 days).

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.

ROLLA MOTOR
PARTS, INC.
Everything for
your auto needs.

11941 WILS HIRE BLVD., SUITE ;:2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(2 13) 477-8474 or 477 ·5493

109 W. 6th

Our research material i s sold fer

364-1037

research assistance only .

DELICIOUS

~.ls.

MEXICAN

FOOD

lPeeA9A

Dining Room - Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m.
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla, MOo 364·1971 Closed Monda~

Kenmark's Sporting Goods
Get You r Archery Gear
Sorted OutDeer Season Starts OCTOBER 1st!!
KEN MAR K'S SPORTI NG GOODS
904 Pine

This past weekend marked
the opening of the waterpolo
season here at UMR. Swimming
coach Bob Pease who overlooks
the squad, had mixed emotions
over the results , but still was
confident of a prosperous year.
The thirteen-member team is
captained by J im Entwistle; his
swimmingmates are Mark
Mateer and Mark Bengston in
goal, Bill Kroeger, Dave Beem,
Paul Vetter, Larry Molina, Bill
Orr, Mike Norberg, Reed
Curtis, Bob McCarthy, Scott
Boyd and Mary Conley. This
last name is spelled correctly there is a girl on this year's
waterpolo team.
The Miners played two games
up at Meramec Community
College on Saturday. They beat
Meramec in their first gam,e, 107. Meramec had been one of the
top teams in Missouri last year,
but the Miners put together

excellent teamwork and effort
in gaining the victory. It was a
very good waterpolo game, with
the Miners having thirteen fouls
and Meramec only eleven.
Scoring the goals for the
Miners were Mike Norberg with
four, Jim Entwistle two, Bill
Kroeger one, Bill Orr one, Mark
Bengston one, and Reed Curtis
one. Those credited with assists
were Mike Norberg with two ,
Bill Kroeger with two , Paul
Vetter with two and Bill Orr
with one. The resulting ratio of
seven assists for ten goals is a
very good measuring stick as to
the teamwork that the Miners
had in the game.
The second game was a
different story, although not all
the Miners fault. The referee in
the second game was a guy just
one year out of college who had
been swimming with many of
the members of the UMSL

team. The number of fouls
called is an indication of just
how good friends he was with
the UMSL team. The Miners
had 22 fouls called on them,
while UMSL had only 11. This
contributed to the loss ; UMSL
16 UMR 10. But the Miners just
weren't swimming as hard as
they had in the first game.
Goal-scoring for the Miners
went as follows: Mike Norberg
five, Paul Vetter three and Jim
Entwistle two. The assists were
distributed to two players, Paul
Vetter with four and Mike
Norberg with two. The six to ten
ratio in assists to scoring was
down from the first game, but
the big sore point is the only
three people took part in the
scoring. Seven people had
scored in the first game. The
Miners just weren 't swimming
as a team in the second game.

The Harmon Football Forecast
l-NEBRASKA
2-ALABAMA
3--0KLAHOMA
4-SDUTHERr.! CAL.
S-M1CHIGAN

6--0KLAHOMA STATE
7-0Hl0 STATE
8- NOTRE DAME
9-PENN STATE
10---L.S.U.

Saturday, Sept. 29 Ai r Force
Alabama
Appalachian
Arizona State
Army
Au burn
Bowling Green
Ce ntral Michigan
Colorado
Columbia
Corne ll
Dartmouth
Drake
Duke
East Carolina
Florida
Georgia Tech
Holy Cross
H ou ston
Illinois
Iowa State
Kansas
Kansas State
Kentucky
long Beach

L.S.U.
Marshall
M&ryland
Massachusetts
Miami, Fla
Miami (Ohio)
Michigan
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana State
Nebraska
New Mexico State
North Carolina State
Northern Illinois

Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Oregon State
Pennsylvan ia
Penn Sta te
Pitt sb u rgh
Rhode Island
Richmond
Rutgers
San Diego State

S.M.U .
Stanford
Texas
Texas A & M
To ledo
Tulane
Tul sa
U .C.L.A.
Utah
Uta h State
Washi n gton
Washington State
William & Mary
Wyoming
Ya le

22
55

14
40
20
24
21
21
20
27

21
34
15

17
27
26

23
27
26

17
21
28
22
30

21
33
17
26
24
31
23

Major Colleges

New Mexico
Vanderbilt
Davidson
Colorado State
Californ ia
Te nne ssee
Western Michigan
Dayton
Ba ylor
Bucknell
Col gate
New Hampsh ire
Lamar
Virginia
FUrman
,Mississippi State
Clemson
Temple
Memphis State
West Virgin ia
Arkansas
Minnesota
Tampa
Indiana
North Texas

Rice

29

Xavier
Villanova
Harvard
Florida State
South Carolina
Navy
Southern Mississippi
No rth Carolina
Fresno State
Wisconsi n
Wichita
Georgia
West Texas

31
27

Purdue
T.C.U.

26

So uthern Cal
Southern Illinoi s
Bri gham Young
Lafayettte
Iowa
Northwestern
Brown
Wake Forest
Princeton
Kent State

42

17
28
19

45
21
21

49
22

38
39
23
20

14

21

20

27
21
24
20
27

42
20
35

22
28
20

24
28

45
27

V.P.1.
San Jose State
Texas Tech
Boston Coll ege
Ohi o U
V.M .1.
Cincinnati
Michi gan State
Oregon
Nevada (Las Vegas)
Sy rac u se
Idaho
The Citadel
U .T.E,P.
Connecticut

7

0
7
7
16
23
13
20
14
26

17
0
14

6
8
20
7
23
14

16
6
10
13
13

15
7
13
7
21
6
20

1

8
12
1
19
7
13

13
7
17
0
10
6
6
17
IS
8
13
7

10
7
20
17
14
0
10
13

16
13
9
0
6
0

8

Other Games -

South and Southwest
2S
28
20
20
22
21
20
28
24

21
17
23

26
26
27

21
21
21
22

SW Texas
Tarleton
Ind iana State
Emory & Henry
SW Louisiana
Howard Payne
AUstin Pea),

20
6
15
7
17
14
17

Shaw

13

Savannah
Guilford
Fairmont
Bridgewater
Henderson
Newberry
Florence
McNeese

7
7
6
a
20
21
7
22

Delta State

19

No. Carolina Central
Morehead

17
10

State College

13

22
24

NE Louisiana
Texas A & t

20
23

27
27
20
19
21

Su i Ross
Ark . at Monticell o
Millsaps
Nicholls

Concord

Tennessee Tec h
Trinity
Troy
Washington, Mo.
Washi n gto n & Lee
,W estern Carolina
Western Kentucky
Woffo rd

0
24
14
7
16

24
23
17
25
21
21
24
21

Martin
Texas Lutheran
Ouachita
Southwestern, Tenn.
Centre
Middl e Tennessee
Ea st Tennessee
Presbyterian

Other Games Alfred
American Internat' l
Amherst
Boston U
Brid geport
C W Post
Central Connecticut
Clarion
Delawa re
Delaware Valley
Dickinson
Franklin & Marshall
Hobart
Indiana U

Ithaca
Ki ngs Point
Middlebury
Millersville
Moravian
Rochester
Slippery Rock
Southern Connecticut
Tufts
West Chester
Williams
Worcester Tech

10

Abilene Chri stian
Angelo State
Arkansas State
Catawba
Chattanooga
East Texas
Eastern Kentucky
Fayetteville
Fi sk
Gardner-Webb
Glenvit le
Hampd en-Sydney
Harding
Lenoir-Rhyne
Livin gston
Louisiana Tech
Mississippi Co ll ege
Morgan State
Murray
NE Missouri
NtN Louisiana
S F A u stin
Salem
Sam Houston
Samfo rd
Sewa nee
SE. Louisiana

27

ll-NO. CAROLINA ST. 16--TEXAS
12-MIAMI
17-KANSAS
13--10WA STATE
IS-TEXAS TECH
14-MISSOURI
19-ARIZONA STATE
lS-U.C.L.A.
20---HOUSTON.

33
28
24
20
2S
28
21
20

20
20

Cortland

15
20
19

Gettysburg
Wesleyan
Kutztown
Upsal a
Hamilton
Edinboro
Maine Maritime
Bates
East Stroudsburg
Trinity
Bowdoin

20
14

22
26
21

28
27
20

Otller Games Ashland
Ball State
Bluffton
Buena Vista
Case-Western
Central Methodist
Colorado Coll ege
Defiance
DePauw
Eastern !Iii nois
Ea ste rn Michigan
EVansville
Franklin
Ha stings
Heid elberg
Hillsdale
Il l inois State
Iowa Wes leyan
Kearney
Lan gston
lincol n
Manch ester
Marietta
Millikin
Missouri South ern
Missouri Va ll ey
Ohio Northern
Omaha
River Falls
Shepherd
SW Okla h oma
Sout h western, Kansas
Thiel
Va l paraiso
Wayne, Mich.
western Illinois
Wi II iam Jewell

20
23
21
29
20
22
35

Adrian
Wartburg
Washington & Jett'so n
Ottawa
Friends
Findlay
Olivet
Chi cago Circle
St. Norbert
SE Missouri
Indiana Ce ntral
Nebraska Wesleyan
Muskingum
Northern Michigan
SW Missouri
Illinois College
Chadron
Centra l Oklah oma
Arkan sa s Tec h
Ta y lo r
Hiram
Carroll
Rolla
Tarkio
Kalamazoo
Washb urn
Northland
Baldwin-Wallace
SE Oklahoma
Bethel, Ka nsas
John Carroll
Illinois Wes leyan
Illinois Benedictine
Milwaukee
Coll ege of Emporia

15

33

3S
20

23
17
22
23

33
20
21
23

21
20
26
27
26

30
21
34
17
24
28
28
15
20

17
24
36

Other Games 49
21
Cal Poly IS.L.O.)
36
Central Washi n gton 27
Eastern New Mexico 17
Eastern Oregon
23
Eastern Washington 21
Hawaii
22
Montana
24
Northern Colorado
20
Boise State
Cal Poly (Pomona)

Northridge
Pacific U
Puget So und
Sacramento
San Francisco State
Santa Clara
Weber
Whittier
Willamette

23
14

21
23
20
17
24
27
20

0
0
6
17
20
10
13
10
6
13
7
1
7

8
15
14
7

..,

19
6

1

0
6

1

14
12

17
20
13
7
15
14
13
7
6
0
0
10
13
12
21

21
7
7

6

11
14
14
21
0
13
7
7
7
14
23
8

6
6
16
13
14
7

Far West

Portland
Los Angeles
Riverside
Southe rn Orego n
Sout h ern
Co lo rado
Whitman
We stern Washington
Texa s Sout hern
Northern Arizona
Fort Hays
Hayward
Pacific Luth eran
Humboldt

St.

14

20

Midwest

Wittenberg
Akron

27

19

East

R.P.1.
Norwich
Springfield
Vermont
Northeastern
Montclair
Maine
Delaware State
Lehi gh
Muhlenberg
Swarthmore
Johns Hopkins
Mount Union
Northwood

28
11
16
32
21

10
14
20
6
13

Mary's

Cal Lutheran
Davis
Full erton
Claremont
Lew is & Clark

0
10
0
7
8
6
20
14
14
15
19

7
10
21
10
14
7
6
11

